THE 6 BIGGEST DISASTER RECOVERY FAILS

Nothing sends a chill down the spines of IT professionals or senior managers quite
like a disaster recovery near miss. When a (very) fortunate company averts
catastrophe, they are all too keen to share their story. However, for every success
there are a multitude of DR fails that are shocking, humiliating and �scally disastrous
– and these events are what we must learn from to avoid continuity nightmares of
our own. Check out 6 major DR fails from high-pro�le organisations below.

DELTA’S SELF-INFLICTED DISASTER
In 2017, a mission-critical component of Delta’s IT infrastructure failed,
causing their entire computer system to become unavailable. This was
followed by a lengthy delay in backup system failover, thousands of �ight
cancellations and $100m in lost revenue.
A potentially outdated power control module in a Delta data centre failed,
causing a small �re. Although Delta had backup power in place, several
hundred of Delta’s 7000 servers were not connected to it! The basic
oversight seems improbable, but this US aviation giant proved us wrong.
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ATLANTA GOES BACK TO ANALOGUE
In a standout DR fail from 2018, the Georgia city of Atlanta was essentially
shut down following a SamSam ransomware attack. The catastrophe
devastated government IT networks, including police systems, and left
residents unable to access utilities or parking services for 5 days.
In a startlingly inadequate response, government departments were left
undertaking urgent work by hand and although services were slowly
brought back online, a full recovery was not complete until months later.
Yes, we said months!

PROCEDURES ON PAUSE AT THE NHS
Globe2 ransomware crippled a UK NHS Trust’s IT systems, with the attack
halting operations at multiple sites for 5 days and resulting in 2,800
procedures and appointments being postponed. Only critical emergency
patients were admitted, not including women in labour.
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The Trust blamed a miscon�gured �rewall, although security experts are
sceptical and claim a phishing email was a more likely source. Worryingly, the
Trust knew about the �rewall vulnerability, but the attack occurred before
“necessary work on weakest parts of the system had been completed”.

A CITY LOST TO CYBERATTACK
An entire Alaskan borough was cyberattacked leaving its businesses and
communities without access to any sort of computer networks. Essentially
knocked back in time, pen and paper replaced technology while residents
desperately tried to get by.
Although o�cials drafted in DR experts, recovery infrastructure was
lacking, and it took 10 weeks to resume some sort of normality and some
data was permanently lost. 6 months after the attack, the borough was still
trying to recover and is clueless to who was responsible.

THE CLOUD FAIL AT GMAIL
In recent years a storage software update inadvertently wiped a small
number of Gmail accounts. Google hadn’t backed up user data elsewhere,
so users without separate redundant computer backups lost contact and
email data, causing untold damage to small businesses.
Although users should always have alternative backups in place and
regularly check that they’re performing, this one is on Google for lacking
backup redundancy and failing to communicate updates, despite being a
gigantic tech corp.

AMAZON’S TYPO TECH TRAGEDY
THIS WEBSITE IS
NOT AVAILABLE

In 2017, a typo within a line of code took down Amazon’s cloud platform,
which powers a sizeable number of popular e-commerce websites.
Although sites were back online within several hours, the concerning part of
this DR disaster is its huge knock-on e�ects.
It was reported that the outage cost businesses a combined $150 million in
those few hours. Had Amazon’s DR strategies accounted for keeping vital IT
infrastructure at a distance from improperly quali�ed sta�, they could have
avoided such dire consequences.

If we could o�er you one takeaway, it’s this. Circumstances and technology change all the
time and what may have worked for you yesterday, might not today. Treat your DR plan as
being permanently incomplete. Rejecting ideas of perfection or box ticking in favour of
continuous improvement means you’ll do what should be done, rather than what can be
done. As a result, you’ll have more e�ective DR that supports resilience and continuity.
For the most part, DR fails stem from an IT oversight that is relatively straightforward to �x
– if you know where to look and how to remedy the weakness.
For help fortifying your DR, visit k3msp.com

